This paper proposes the use of associative memories for obtaining preliminary parameter estimates for nonlinear systems. For each parameter vector r, in a selected training set, the system equations are used to determine a vector s, of system outputs, An associative memory matrix M is then constructed which optimally, in the least squares sense, associates each system output vector s, with its corresponding parameter vector I-,. Given any observed system output vector s*, an estimate i for the system parameters is obtained by setting i = Ms*. Numerical experiments are reported which indicate the effectiveness of this approach, especially for the nonlinear associative memory case in which the training vectors s, include not only the system output levels but also products of these levels.
INTRODUCTION
Parameter estimation problems for nonlinear systems are typically formulated as nonlinear optimization problems-for example, nonlinear least squares. Many of the batch procedures used to solve such problems are based on Newton's method, which requires good preliminary parameter estimates to guarantee convergence to the correct solution. Alternatively, recursive procedures such as extended Kalman filtering can be used; but again it is necessary to have good preliminary parameter estimates to ensure convergence in a reasonable amount of time.
In this paper we propose the use of associative memories [l-4] for obtaining preliminary parameter estimates for nonlinear systems characterized by a finite number of parameters. An information processor acts as an associative memory if, having stored the vectors rl, r2,. . . , rq at the respective "addresses" s1rs2,...,sq, it retrieves a response vector r which is close in some sense CL, norm for example) to ri when it is stimulated with a vector s which is close to si. We propose the construction of an associative memory matrix which associates each parameter vector in a selected training set with a corresponding vector of system outputs generated from the system equations. Actual system observations are then used as a stimulus to the associative memory matrix in order to obtain a response (estimate) for the actual parameters of the system. How does the associative memory approach differ from the approach of nonlinear least squares (NLS)? In the latter approach it is supposed that a nonlinear relation holds between an m x 1 output vector s and an n x 1 parameter vector r of the form
s=F(r).
When an actual observation vector s* is obtained, r is estimated by rNLS = argminJs*-F(r)l12, where II.11 denotes the L, norm. Note that rNLS is a function of both s* and F:
rNLS=rNLS(s*,F).
For each new observation vector s*, a new minimization problem (2) must be solved.
The associative memory approach to parameter estimation proceeds quite differently. &fore any actual observation vector is obtained, finitely many training cases are constructed.
Specifically, for each parameter vector ri in some selected finite set (rili = 1,. . . , q}, the system function F(.) is used to generate a corresponding vector si = F(r,) of system outputs. These training vector pairs are used to construct "stimulus" and "response" matrices s = (s',...,sg),xq' R = (rl,-.-rrq),xg- (4) An '<associative memory matrix" 6l is then constructed which associates the training stimulus (output) vectors s i, . . . , sq with the corresponding training response (parameter) vectors r,, . . . , For example, one might try' rq, in the sense that 6iS is "close" to R. k = argmin,llMS-Rll*, where When an actual observation vector s* is obtained, the corresponding parameter vector r is estimated by where rAM = rAM(s*,if).
Note that $I depends on the training cases, but & does not directly depend on the system function F(v). Thus, it is not essential to know F(e) in order to determine rAM in (8) . One could, for example, use training cases obtained directly from experimental results. Also, as long as the training cases used to construct the associative memory matrix I6l remain relevant, new parameter 'Other characterizations for k are possible, and sometimes even essential. See Section 4, below.
estimates rAM can be successively generated for new observation vectors s* by repeated applications of the simple matrix operation (7) .
NLS and associative memory thus represent two distinct approaches to the problem of obtaining parameter estimates for nonlinear systems. On the face of it, however, it seems difficult to believe that reasonable parameter estimates can be obtained for nonlinear systems by means of a simple linear operation such as (7) .
The crucial point is that the associative memory matrix 6l encodes the nonlinear inverse mapping between the outcome si = F(ri) and the parameter vector ri for each parameter vector r, in the selected training grid rl,...,rq. The training procedure can be compared with the maximum likelihood method for associating the most "likely" parameter vector with any given outcome.
As established in [3] , an associative memory matrix $f can in principle be determined so that 61si is arbitrarily close to rr for each stimulus-response pair (si,ri), i = l,.. ., q, assuming that the stimulus vectors si have been suitably "preprocessed" (see Section 4, below) . If the associative memory matrix $l also has good interpolation properties, then any stimulus vector s* which is a weighted combination of the training stimulus vectors si should be mapped by &i into a weighted combination rAM of the training response vectors ri which is close to the actual response vector r*. In this case, the estimate rAM should also provide a good preliminary estimate for solving the NLS minimization problem (2) by means of some successive approximation scheme.
Much additional theoretical work is needed to turn these heuristic statements into rigorous arguments. This paper provides an important prerequisite: nontrivial numerical experiments demonstrating that the associative memory approach is indeed capable of generating parameter estimates for nonlinear systems which are surprisingly accurate.
The particular problem we study-a problem in image processing-is set out in Section 2. For simplicity, we first consider the case in which the training stimulus vectors si are not preprocessed (i.e., the associative memory is "linear") and the system observations are not corrupted with noise.
Numerical experiments for this case are reported in Section 3. These experiments were originally undertaken with low expectations; we anticipated moving quickly to a more sophisticated artificial neural network approach as described, for example, in Refs. [5-71. We were thus astonished to find that the linear associative memory approach yielded reasonably accurate parameter estimates for our nonlinear image processing problem, even with a small number of observation times. Subsequent experimentation revealed the possibili~ and desirabili~ of modifying the basic linear associative memory approach in order to handle noisy observations and more extensive learning intervals for the parameters.
The treatment of noisy observations is taken up in Section 4. Other researchers have suggested the use of mean-square error and/or singular value decomposition methods for handling noise in associative memory problems. We found, however, that the linear associative memory approach yielded reasonably accurate parameter estimates despite noisy observations whenever the training was carried out in accordance with the following simple maxim:
Construct the associative memory matrix using training stimulus vectors corrupted by the same kind of noise that one anticipates will corrupt the actual system observations.
In the course of these experiments with linear associative memory matrices, we saw that the accuracy of the parameter estimates tended to decrease when a larger grid of training parameter vectors was used, even when the coarseness of the grid was not increased. Section 5 reports on various experiments undertaken using a modified "nonlinear" associative memory approach which is potentially more suitable for handling larger training parameter grids.
Specifically, following Poggio [2] , we constructed various kth-order polynomial associative memory matrices using processed training stimulus vectors whose components included not only system output levels but also up through kth-order products of these levels. Using a second-order polynomial associative memory matrix in place of a linear associative memory matrix, we found a substantial improvement in the resulting parameter estimates for both noisy and noise-free observations. Indeed, the estimates were so accurate that further refinement (e.g., through an NLS procedure) seemed unnecessary. The use of a third-order polynomial associative memory matrix yielded only small additional improvements for our problem. Concluding comments are given in Section 6. 
At each time t = l,.. ., p, a noisy observation (x*(t), y*(t)) is obtained on the position of the point in accordance with the measurement equations (10) where n,(t) and n,(t) are observation noise. Given the initial position of the point at time 0 and the 2p-dimensional noisy observation vector
the problem is to estimate the angular velocity w and the initial phase 4 of the rotating point.
A classical approach to this parameter estimation problem is to pose it as a nonlinear least squares problem in which the expression tg* Ox*(t)-xo.cos(wt + 4) + y,.sin(wt + 411' is to be minimized with respect to o and 4. To solve this problem, some form of Newton's method [lo] or extended Kalman filtering is often used. A major drawback of these approaches is the need to have good preliminary estimates for the true parameters w and c$.
We will now outline a linear associative memory procedure for obtaining preliminary estimates for w and C#J under the assumption that the noise components in (10) are zero; noise effects are taken up in Section 4. The basic idea is to find an inverse mapping from the observations to the parameters using a supervised learning procedure.
The first step in the procedure is the construction of a finite set of training vectors ri = 0 ( 1
where rr is a potential vector of system parameters, si is the corresponding system output generated from the system equations (9), and q is the number of training cases. The training vectors (13) are used to form the response and stimulus matrices R = (rl,r2,...,rq)2xq, s=(s,,s2,...,sq)2pxq. 
LINEAR ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY WITH NOISE-FREE OBSERVATIONS
This section reports on several numerical experiments using a linear associative memory approach to obtain parameter estimates <for system (9) with noise-free observations.
For each different experiment, basic "learning intervals" (u,~,w,,) and (4,h,&,,) were first specified for the parameters w and 4. These learning intervals were subdivided using fixed step sizes Aw and A4, so that the learning rectangle formed by the product of the learning intervals was covered by a grid of points of the form cumin + j AU, 4min + k A4). These grid points were then used as the training parameter vectors rl, . . . , rq for the experiment. For each training parameter vector ri in the training grid, the system equations (9) were used to generate a corresponding vector si of system outputs. Response and stimulus matrices were then constructed as in (14), and the associative memory matrix l$I was determined as in (16) using these noise-free training cases. 2 Next, about 400 "test parameter vectors" r = (w,c#J>~ were evenly interspersed among the training parameter vectors constituting the training grid. For each test parameter vector r in this test grid, a noise-free 2p-dimensional observation vector (18) was generated using the system equations (9). A parameter estimate i = (2, $1' was then determined as i = $Is in accordance with (17). The refuti~e estimate error for o was defined to be (19) An analogous expression was used to define the relative estimate error for 4. Finally, the maximum relative estimate errors for both w and 4 were calculated over all of the test parameter vectors r. Table 1 reports on some of these experiments. For each of the three experiments presented in Table 1 , the initial position of the point was specified to be (x0, y,,) = (1,l) and the learning intervals were specified to be including the computation of the generalized inverse, were done using PRO-MATLAB. ' An example of one such experimentally obtained matrix, together with parameter estimation results obtained with the matrix, can be found in the Appendix to this paper. As indicated in Table 1 , reasonably good parameter estimates were obtained for system (9) using a linear associative memory matrix with five observation times. The accuracy of the parameter estimates improved considerably when the observation length p was increased from five to ten observation times.
The accuracy of the parameter estimates tended to be highest for test parameter vectors located near the center of the training parameter grid and lowest for test parameter vectors located near the boundaries of the training parameter grid. Taking parameter vectors successively further outside of the convex hull of the training parameter grid resulted in a rather rapid degradation in the resulting parameter estimates; such points were not included in the test parameter grid for Table 1 .
The linear associative memory matrix thus appears to perform fairly well as an interpolator over the training parameter grid, but not as an extrapolator outside of this grid. Additional numerical results illustrating these points for experiment #3 in Table 1 can be found in the Appendix.
LINEAR ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY WITH NOISY OBSERVATIONS
Usually the observation vectors s* for system (9) will be corrupted by nonzero noise terms. This raises several questions. First, how does observation noise affect the accuracy of the parameter estimates obtained using a linear associative memory matrix constructed from noise-free training vectors?
As might be expected, the parameter estimates obtained for noisy observation vectors using noise-free training vectors can be quite poor. For example, in one series of experiments the noise components n,(t>,n,(t) for the system (9) observation vectors s* were generated using a pseudorandom number generator for a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and with standard deviation equal to 0.1. The estimates i = (2,&r that were obtained as in (17) using the resulting noisy observation vectors s* but an associative memory matrix M0 constructed from noise-free training cases were highly inaccurate. For example, using Monte-Carlo analysis, the estimated standard deviation of the relative estimate error 6, for w over the learning interval (-1,l) was 16.6.
A similar result was obtained for the estimated standard deviation of the relative estimate error 6, for c$.~ Second, given that noise is a problem, how might its effects be offset? One possibility is to introduce a minimum mean-square error criterion for M in place of the criterion (15). Alternatively, one could attempt to increase the numerical stability of the parameter estimates by using a singular value decomposition method to modify the calculation of the generalized inverse S+ in (16). These approaches are investigated in Refs. [8, 9] for noisy associative memory problems where the number 4 of stimulus-response training pairs is less than the dimension of the stimulus vectors and the only objective is to achieve good encoding and recall of these 4 stimulus-response associations. It seemed to us, however, that a simpler way to deal with noisy observations might be possible for associative memory problems in which the encoding and recall of training cases is viewed as a means to a further end-achieving good interpolative capability-and consequently the number of training cases is not restricted to be less than the dimension of the stimulus vectors. Intuitively, if an information processor is going to be usefully trained to associate new stimuli with appropriate responses, then presumably the training stimuli should resemble the stimuli which will actually be encountered in practice. For the particular image processing problem at hand, this translates into the following maxim: Construct the associative memory matrix using training stimulus vectors corrupted by the same kind of noise that one anticipates will corrupt the actual system observations. Surprisingly, we found that the use of noisy training vectors substantially reduced the errors in our parameter estimates. Specifically, for each parameter (response) vector ci in the training set, we corrupted the corresponding output (stimulus) vector si with a noise vector whose components were generated using a pseudorandom number generator for a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and with standard deviation equal to 0.1. A stimulus 3More precisely, the Monte Carlo analysis consisted of the following steps. For each test parameter vector r, a system output vector s was calculated using the system equations (9). Using this one system output vector s, 100 noisy system observation vectors s* = s+n were then created as in (10) and (111, where the i.i.d. components of the noise vectors n were generated using a Gaussian pseudorandom number generator with mean zero and standard deviation equal to 0.1. For each of these observation vectors s*, an estimated parameter vector i was determined as in (171, using the associative memory matrix k" generated from noise-free training vectors; and the corresponding relative estimate errors for w and 4 were calculated.
The mean and standard deviation of these relative estimate errors over all test parameter vectors, with 100 samples for each test parameter vector, were then determined. [As will be seen below in Equation (22), an analytical expression is available for the standard deviation.] matrix S"* was then constructed using these noisy training stimulus vectors. Finally, an associative memory matrix Gn* was determined as in (15) using this noisy stimulus matrix. The estimates i that were subsequently obtained for noisy observation vectors s* corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noise, again with zero mean and with standard deviation equal to 0.1, were now reasonably precise. For example, the estimated standard deviation of the relative estimate error for w over the learning interval (-1,l) was 0.0367.
To provide motivation for these latter results, consider the effects of observation noise on the parameter estimates obtained via an associative memory matrix. Given a noisy observation vector s* = s + n, where s and n are the noise-free and noisy parts of s*, the parameter estimate generated as in (15) is i = (P" +;') = A(s+n), (20) where i" and i" are the noise-free and noisy parts of P.
If the components of the associative memory matrix fi are large, it is obvious from (20) that the resulting parameter estimates i will be highly sensitive to observation noise, whatever its source. In other words, even a small perturbation n in the observation vector s* might result in a large change 2" = 6ln in the parameter estimate i-a highly undesirable situation. Consequently, once the possibility of imperfect measurement is recognized, keeping the magnitudes of the components of the associative memory matrix small becomes an important criterion in addition to the basic criterion of obtaining good training case associations4
In what sense, if any, does the use of noisy training stimulus vectors achieve a balance between these two potentially conflicting criteria?
Let S" = S + N denote a 2p X q stimulus matrix which is the sum of a given matrix S of noise-free training stimulus vectors and a given matrix N of noise components.
Also, let R denote a given 2 x q matrix of training response vectors. The objective function for the choice of the associative memory matrix M can then be written in the expanded form
4This observation is of course just a special case of a long-recognized point in linear estimation theory-the desirability of reducing the norm of a linear estimator in order to enhance the numerical stability of the resulting estimates.
In each experiment we ran with noisy observation vectors s*, the associative memory matrix 6" which minimized the objective function (21) had smaller component entries (and subsequently yielded more precise parameter estimates) than the corresponding matrix $I which minimized a modified noise-free form of the objective function (21) with N replaced by a matrix of zeros. The intuitive reason for these findings is suggested by a consideration of the average form of the objective function (21) across experiments.
The components njk of the noise matrix N in (21) are given numbers representing realized perturbations in the system observations for the particular experiment under consideration.
No assumptions are made concerning the source of these perturbations.
Suppose instead that (21) is interpreted as an ex ante objective function in which the components of N are yet-to-be realized i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and variance v*. Suppose also that the objective is to choose an associative memory matrix M to minimize the expected value of the objective function (21). In other words, suppose that a mean-square error objective function is to be used to select M.
To determine the form which this mean-square error objective function takes, consider first a preliminary technical observation. Let U = MN, where M is any given 2x2~ matrix, and let uik denote the ith component of the kth column of U. Then uik has zero mean and a variance uii given by =u'~b!f;.
i (22)
The variance of uik is therefore proportional to the sum of the squares of the entries of M in the ith row, and this variance does not depend on k.
Using (22), it can be shown that the mean-square error objective function takes the form
E{Trace([M(S+N)-R][M(S+N)-RI'))
Note that the sum of the squares of the components of M, multiplied by the variance a2 of the noise components and the number of training cases 4, enters additively into the right-hand expression for the mean-square error objective function. Consequently, this objective function is a penalty function which takes into account two different criteria for the choice of M: Namely, achieve good training case associations (i.e., choose M so that MS = R), and keep the magnitudes of the components of M small. One would therefore expect the components of the matrix M which minimizes (23) for the noisy case a* > 0 to be reduced in magnitude in comparison with the noise-free case a2=0.
The mean-square error objective function (231 is the expected value of the objective function (211 actually used to determine the associative memory matrix M on an experiment-by-experiment basis. Consequently, one would expect to see on average-i.e., over the ensemble of all experiments-that the components of the associative memory matrices M" which minimize (211 have smaller magnitudes than the components of the associative memory matrices M which minimize the noise-free version of (211.
In fact, this anticipation has been borne out in each of our experiments, not just on average.5 For example, the sum of squares of the components of the two associative memory matrices compared earlier in this section were 1.6514 for M'* learned with noise and 1.3168~ 10" for M" learned without noise. An explicit component-by-component comparison of a noisy matrix Mn with its corresponding noise-free matrix M is provided in the Appendix.
POLYNOMIAL ASSOCIATIVE MEMORIES
We saw in Sections 3 and 4 that linear associative memory matrices yield reasonably good parameter estimates for system (91 when learning intervals are not too extensive and when noisy training vectors are used in anticipation of noisy obsetvation vectors. Furthermore, the accuracy of the parameter estimates increases as the observation length increases.
However, the linear associative memory approach does not work well in all cases. For example, the accuracy of the parameter estimates obtained with linear associative memory matrices rapidly drops off when the test parameter vectors are taken outside of the training grid. Moreover, as indicated in Table  2 , below, increasing the learning intervals significantly reduces the accuracy of the parameter estimates. For all of the experiments reported in Table 2 , the observation length p is equal to 10. As before, test parameter vectors r were evenly interspersed among the training parameter vectors i constituting the training grid.
The results reported in Table 2 suggest that the specification of the training parameter grid must be done with care if good parameter estimates are to be obtained using a linear associative memory matrix. For example, when the 'A possible explanation for this strong finding is that our method of generating the noisy training stimulus vectors mimicked a sampling procedure from a stationary distribution. In this case it may be possible to establish that the criterion function (21) provides a more direct approximation to a mean-square error criterion function. learning intervals were increased in going from experiment #l to experiment #3, the precision of the parameter estimates was substantially reduced; and this marked degradation persisted even when finer mesh sizes were used for the training parameter grid, as in experiments #4 and #5. If large learning intervals are required, one might consider reverting to a more sophisticated artificial neural network approach-for example, a Rumelhart net [5, 6] in which internal layers of hidden units with threshholding operations are used to provide a representation for the possibly nonlinear relation connecting input (stimulus) and output (response) vectors. One difficulty with the latter approach is that it is not possible to know in advance just how many hidden units and layers will suffice for the problem at hand. Moreover, obtaining the "connective strengths" for a Rumelhart net is a nonlinear optimization problem for which convergence is not always assured.
Poggio [2] provides an interesting alternative way to proceed which constitutes a middle-ground between Kohonen's linear associative memory approach and the more computationally demanding Rumelhart approach. Poggio processes the training stimulus vectors prior to their use in constructing an associative memory matrix in a way which magnifies the dissimilarities among these vectors. Using Poggio's approach, it may be possible to produce an associate memory matrix which generates reasonably accurate parameter estimates even when the training parameter grid is quite large.
Specifically, Poggio suggests that the associative mapping from the observations to the parameters be approximated by a recursively generated k th-order polynomial. The crucial step in the Poggio method is the initial transformation of each stimulus vector into a processed vector that includes up through kth-order distinct products of the components of the stimulus vector. For example, if the stimulus vector s consists of the three scalar components s,, sz, and ss, then the second-order processed vector for s takes the form To apply the Poggio method to the problem of obtaining preliminary parameter estimates for system (9), we first construct a set of kth-order processed training stimulus vectors where s! includes all of the distinct jth-order products of the components of the stimulus vector s,' = s, taken in an agreed-upon order. In order to detern mine a kth-order polynomial associative memory matrix M, a minimization problem of the form (15) is again solved; but now the columns of the stimulus matrix consist of the processed training stimulus vectors {zi, i = 1,. . . , q} in place of the unprocessed training stimulus vectors (si, i = 1,. . . ,q). Table 3 presents some results for problem (9) using the learning intervals w E (-2,2) and 4 E (-l,l>, the grid mesh specifications Aw = 0.25 and A+ = 0.2, the observation length p = 5, and polynomial associative memory matrices of first, second, and third order. As in previous experiments, test parameter vectors were interspersed throughout the grid of training parameter vectors.
As indicated in Table 3 , the increase in the accuracy of the parameter estimates using a second-order polynomial associative memory matrix in place of a linear associative memory matrix was substantial. Indeed, the resulting parameter estimates were so accurate that the qualifier "preliminary" seemed unnecessary. The use of a third-order polynomial associative memory matrix contributed only a small additional improvement. The findings reported in Table 3 appear to be robust for problem (9) ; similar results were obtained in one experiment after another.
Another issue still has to be considered: How should potential noise in the observations be handled when polynomial associative memory matrices are to be used?
Experimentally, we found that good parameter estimates were obtained by adhering to the simple Section 4 maxim: Use noisy training stimulus uectors when noise is anticipated in the observations. To illustrate our findings, parameter estimates obtained by use of two different second-order polynomial associative memory matrices will now be compared. The first matrix is an associative memory matrix fi constructed from noise-free processed training stimulus vectors zi, and the second matrix is an associative memory matrix tin constructed from noisy processed training stimulus vectors z,?.
Specifically, we compare k against k' for experiment #2 in Table 3 . Other than the use of noisy training vectors for the construction of A", all specifications for the learning procedure were the same for both matrices. In particular, the test grid in each case consisted of about 400 test parameter vectors r = (w, 41T interspersed among the training parameter vectors constituting the training grid. ' When the system observations were noise-free, the parameter estimates obtained by means of the noise-free associative memory matrix fi were somewhat better than the parameter estimates obtained by means of the noisy associative memory matrix in. Specifically, the maximum relative estimate errors for the parameter estimates obtained using 6 were 0.002 for 6, and 0.073 for 6,. Using fi", these maximum errors increased to 0.037 for 6, and to 0.234 for 6,.
We next report on the performance of the two matrices when the system observations were noisy. Using Monte Carlo analysis, we computed the means and standard deviations of the relative estimate errors 6, and 6, obtained for the test parameter grid, first using the noise-free matrix I$ and then using the noisy matrix Ikn. In each case we used second-order processed observation ' The noisy associative memory matrix fin was constructed as follows. For each training parameter vector r, for experiment #2 in Table 3 , the system equations (9) were used to generate a noise-free stimulus vector s,. As illustrated in (10) and (ll), this stimulus vector was then corrupted with noise generated by means of a pseudorandom number generator for a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and with standard deviation equal to 0.1. The resulting noisy training vector sp was then processed as in (25) for k = 2, yielding a noisy processed stimulus vector 2:. The complete set of noisy processed stimulus vectors z,? was then used to construct a training stimulus matrix Z". Finally, the associative memory matrix 61n was determined in accordance with the objective function (15) with Z" in place of S.
vectors corrupted by i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation equal to 0.1.' Figure 1 reports on the results obtained for the test parameter vectors r = (w, +jT constructed with 4 = 0.33 and with w ranging from -2.0 to + 2.0. The means of the relative estimate errors obtained for M and M" were similar. However, the standard deviations of the relative estimate errors were much larger for M than for M". Recalling the discussion in Section 5, it is interesting to note that the sums of the squares of the matrix components were 29.17 for M but only 4.96 for M".
These results for second-order polynomial associative memory matrices support our finding in Section 4 for linear associative memory matrices: Namely, the magnitudes of the components of the associative memory matrix are reduced, and the precision of the resulting parameter estimates is substantially improved, when the matrix is trained using stimulus vectors corrupted by the same kind of noise as corrupts the actual system observations. Nevertheless, it is not altogether clear why the use of noisy training vectors is so effective when processed stimulus vectors are used. The motivation provided for the Section 4 finding relied on the use of noisy (unprocessed) stimulus vectors s* corrupted by additive i.i.d. noise terms n. However, the processing operation considerably complicates the noise characteristics of the resulting processed stimulus vectors.
For example, suppose z* = s(z)+ n(z) is a noisy second-order processed stimulus vector generated as in (25) with k = 2 from a noisy unprocessed stimulus vector s* = s + n. Since the components of z* include products of the form (s, + nj).(.rI + n,), the components of the noise term n(z) for z* include terms such as sin1 + slnj + njn,. Consequently, the components of n(z) are not mutually independent, and their mean need not be zero. Also, the covariance 'The means and standard deviations of the relative estimate errors for fi were calculated using the following steps. For each test parameter vector r = (0,4)r, the system equations (9) were used to generate a noise-free stimulus vector s. This one noise-free stimulus vector was then used to construct 100 noisy stimulus vectors of the form s* = s+n, where the i.i.d. components of the noise vectors n were generated by means of a pseudorandom number generator for a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and with standard deviation equal to 0.1. These 100 noisy stimulus vectors s* were then used to generate 100 second-order processed observation vectors z* as in (25). For each of the 100 processed observation vectors z*, we generated a parameter estimate i* = fk*. We then computed the mean and standard deviation of the relative estimate error 6, for the test parameter vector r based on this sample of 100 parameter estimates i*, and similarly for the relative estimate error 6,. An analogous procedure was carried out to obtain the means and standard deviations of the relative estimate errors for tin. Comparison of the relative estimateA error means and standard deviations for the second-order polynomial associative matrix M learned without noise and the second-order polynomial associative matrix $I" learned with noise matrix for n(z) depends on the basic noise-free observation vector s as well as on higher moments of the basic noise vector n.
DISCUSSION
The numerical experiments reported here for a do-dimensional image processing problem suggest that linear and nonlinear associative memories provide a powerful new tool for obtaining prelimina~ parameter estimates for nonlinear systems. A linear associative memory approach [ll worked well when the training vectors were adroitly chosen and the noise in the observation vectors was not excessive. When the linear associative memory approach failed, the use of a second-order polynomial associative memory approach [2] yielded substantially improved parameter estimates. The latter estimates were in fact so accurate that recourse to additional refinements seemed unnecessary.
In all of the numerical experiments, noise in the observation vectors was effectively handled by the use of noisy training vectors in the learning stage. A more elaborate statistical and/or singular value decomposition method did not appear to be required.
Clearly much additional research is needed to clarify these experimental results. Using the matrix M", illustrative parameter estimates i will now be presented in Table A .1 for the following four cases: (a) a test parameter vector r lying very close to a training parameter vector ri; (b) a test parameter vector r determined as a weighted average of four training parameter vectors; cc> a test parameter vector r lying just outside of the training grid; and (d) a test parameter vector r lying further outside of the training grid. Note the accuracy of the parameter estimates for cases (a) and (b). Cases fc) and (d) illustrate the deterioration in estimation accuracy which occurs as the test parameter vectors depart from the training grid.
A noisy associative memory matrix Mn* for experiment #3 in Table 1 will next be presented. This matrix was constructed using the same training grid of 231 training parameter vectors ri as was used for the noise-free matrix MO. However, the stimulus vectors si were corrupted by i.i.d. noise terms ni with mutually independent components generated by means of a pseudorandom number generator for a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation equal to 0.1. The columns of the stimulus matrix used in the construction of Mn* then consisted of the noisy training stimulus vectors s,* = si t ni in place of the noise-free training stimulus vectors si. Note that the components of the noisy associative memory matrix G"* are several orders of magnitude smaller than the components of the noise-free associative memory matrix h", as one would anticipate from the discussion in Section 4. Suppose the observation vectors are corrupted by the same kind of noise used in the construction of fin*. Then, again from Section 4, one would anticipate that the parameter estimates obtained by use of $I,,* would have much greater precision than the parameter estimates obtained by use of fi".
To illustrate this, we corrupt the components of the noise-free stimulus vector s for case (b) in Table A .1 with i.i.d. noise generated by means of a pseudorandom number generator for a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation equal to 0.1. We then compare the parameter estimates in Table A .2 obtained for this noisy observation vector, first using the noise-free associative memory matrix i$l", and then using the noisy associative memory matrix tin*.
The parameter estimates obtained using the noise-free associative memory matrix fi" are so inaccurate as to be unusable. In contrast, the parameter estimates obtained using the noisy associative memory matrix $I,,* are accurate enough to provide usable preliminary estimates, e.g., for solving for r by a nonlinear least squares procedure. 
